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ABSTRACT
Reconstructing a high dimensional unknown signal, using
lower dimensional observations is a challenging problem,
known as signal reconstruction problem (SRP), with diverse
applications including network traffic engineering, medical
image reconstruction, and astronomy. Recently the database
community has shown significant advancements in solving
the SRP problem efficiently, effectively, and in scale by lever-
aging database techniques such as similarity joins. In this
demo, we demonstrate Orca-SR that highlights the bene-
fits of signal reconstruction in scale by demonstrating real-
time network traffic flow analysis on large networks that
were not possible before. Orca-SR is a web application
that enables a user to generate network flow and load the
network for interactive analysis of the impact of different
traffic patterns on signal reconstruction.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Developing scalable algorithms for processing and ana-

lyzing massive data systems have been the mainstays of
database research for many decades. Database optimiza-
tion techniques, in particular, have been applied beyond
the realm of the database community to yield scalable al-
gorithms for solving problems in the areas of astronomy,
computer networks, machine learning, etc.
Signal Reconstruction Problem (SRP) is a challenging prob-
lem with diverse applications where the objective is to recon-
struct a high dimensional unknown signal using lower dimen-
sional observations. Prominent database techniques such as
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similarity joins and selectivity estimation for set similarity
queries, can yield significant performance improvements on
SRP by optimizing for the computational bottlenecks. Sev-
eral algorithms were proposed in [3] and its extended ver-
sion [2] for a scalable solution for SRP problem. One popu-
lar application of SRP is in Computer Networks, where the
observation of a system is limited1 to the edge level traffic
due to infrastructural limitations. We demonstrate Orca-
SR, a system for traffic flow estimation, which can estimate
source-destination traffic flows in real-time.
Signal Reconstruction Problem (SRP): The aim of
SRP is to solve a linear system of the form AX = b, where
X ∈ Rm is a high-dimensional unknown signal, b ∈ Rn

(n � m) is a low-dimensional projection of X that can be
observed in practice and A is a n×m matrix that captures
the linear relationship between X and b.
Traffic Matrix Computation as SRP: Consider an IP
network with r ingress/egress points where network traf-
fic may enter or leave with any of the m = r2 source-
destination flows (SD flow). Knowing the traffic flow be-
tween any source-destination pair is crucial in traffic en-
gineering. Considering the infrastructural limitations, one
usually cannot directly measure SD flows. Protocols such as
SNMP, collect the link-level flow information, however, falls
short in estimating the end-to-end traffic flow. Hence, SRP
seeks to estimate the flow between every SD pairs from link-
level flow information and routing policy available through
routing protocols like BGP. With the growing network size
(a few billion SD pairs), prior solutions [8, 9] for SRP sim-
ply do not scale. Hence, we proposed methods that support
large scale signal reconstruction [3, 2]. Orca-SR leverages
these methods and demonstrates a real-time system for in-
teractive network traffic analysis for helping the network
analysts to visualize a selected network along with the re-
constructed traffic flows.
Problem Formulation: Computer networks are often rep-
resented as graph where nodes corresponds to endpoints
while the edges correspond to network links. The intercon-
nection between different SD pairs is defined by a routing
policy and is commonly represented as a routing matrix,
A. It is a binary matrix with edges as rows and SD pairs

1SRP has numerous applications in diverse domains that
are elaborated in [1], the report for the SIGMOD Research
Highlight 2019.
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as columns where for the edges involved in the route be-
tween SD pairs is set to 1. The observable properties of the
network include the flow at an edge, known as edge traffic
vector, b and A. The traffic reconstruction problem is de-
fined as resolving individual SD traffic, X - represented as a
vector, when routing matrix A and edge traffic vector b are
available. This linear system of equations is represented as,

A · X = b

where A ∈ Zn×m
2 is a sparse binary matrix, where n is

number of edges in the network and m the number of SD
pairs(n� m).
SRP could not be solved using system of linear equation

techniques as the number of variables m is larger than the
number of equations, n, rendering the system underdeter-
mined with no unique solution. Hence, an additional crite-
rion is needed to choose a distinct X from the infinitely many
possible solutions. A common secondary criterion used in
signal reconstruction is the use of a prior point, X ′, provided
by experts [9]. The final traffic flow values are obtained by
taking the point in the solution space that is closest to the
given prior. In [3], we provide a closed form formula

X = X ′ −AT (AAT )−1(AX ′ − b) (1)
As evident from Equation 1, AAT , is the computational

bottleneck for the algorithm which runs in O(n2m). It
turns out that each diagonal element (AAT )[i][i] is the up-
per bound for values in its ith row and ith column of AAT .
Using techniques from set similarity joins [4] and selectiv-
ity estimation for similarity queries [6], we can improve the
performance of the algorithm. We now briefly describe the
three key ideas. Please refer to [3, 2] for comprehensive
details.

• Thresholding : We use the diagonal values as the threshold
for the values on the same row/column and prune the ones
that are below a threshold τ .
• Conversion to Set Operations: We transform the problem
of computing the inner product between the rows A[i]
and A[j] (for computing AAT [i, j] ) into a set similarity
instance.
• Similarity Joins: We design a hybrid algorithm combin-
ing the threshold-based and sketch-based similarity esti-
mation to reduce the complexity of computing a cell in
AAT from O(m) to O(logm).

The exact version of Direct algorithm based on Eqn 1 is re-
ferred to as Direct-e and the approximate version leverag-
ing database optimizations proposed above forms Direct-a.

2. ORCA-SR
In this section we describe Orca-SR, its architecture and

implementation details. We describe various technical chal-
lenges and user interaction with Orca-SR.

2.1 Architecture
Orca-SR is a web application where users submit a query

for generating the network, along with the parameters for
generating the traffic and analyzing it. Architecture of Orca-
SR is shown in Figure 1. Users submit their requests through
a web browser, to Orca-SR Web Server. These include net-
work type, edge level traffic distribution, a prior probability
distribution for traffic and, a threshold. The Orca-SR web
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Figure 1: Architecture of Orca-SR

Server generates the routing matrix and traffic vector and
subsequently applies the SRP algorithm (described in [3]),
either Direct-e or Direct-a based on users requirement
to generate exact or approximate answers. Once the algo-
rithm finds SD pair traffic flows, the server sends the results
back to the client’s visual component which processes and
renders the flows. Local storage at client browser caches
the SD pairs flow information to answer interactive queries
by users. With Orca-SR, a user can learn more about
the applied optimizations by choosing a small subset of the
network and subsequently focusing on the sub-network and,
changing its input parameters. One can also fine-tune the
parameters interactively through our visual interface.
Our application uses the exact algorithm Direct-e and

the approximated one Direct-a for scalability, both im-
plemented in C++ . For orchestrating the Web App, we use
Shiny from R2. For visual rendering at client browser we use
Plotly3 which internally uses the visualization library D3.js.

2.2 Technical challenges
In this subsection, we discuss major challenges encoun-

tered, their resolutions, and the reasoning for their choices.
Scalability through Parallelization: The first challenge
entails from the large scale of the network that we simu-
late. A general assumption in [3, 2] is the availability of
A, a matrix at the scale of up to hundreds of millions SD
pairs. Materializing A at this point is beyond the capabili-
ties of a Web application. Even the sparse representation of
A is in the order of a few 100 GBs. Hence, we designed op-
timized binary matrix multiplication libraries that operate
on the sparse matrix for the implementation of Direct-e
in C++, which utilizes the underlying processor parallelism.
These modules take advantage of the underlying parallelism
in processors. And, each of the multiplication will have a
depth of the length of path for each source destination pair
in AAT multiplication. If the mean length of the path in
an un-directed path will be l = 1

n×(n−1)

∑
i6=j dij where n is

the number of distance nodes in the network and this ap-
proach provides for a space and performance advantages to
algorithms proposed in [3, 2].
During the simulation process, a sequential path generator

is the bottleneck for the application. Hence, we designed a
parallelized version of the route generator considering the
performance issues. Our code can be found at https://
github.com/jeesaugustine/orca_demo.
Routing: Another major challenge is obtaining the routing
matrix A for large networks. Algorithms proposed in [3, 2]

2https://www.rstudio.com/products/shiny/shiny-server/
3https://plot.ly/
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require a user to furnish A, b and X ′ for computing Direct-
e and Direct-a. Even with parallelization, assigning the
shortest path to billions of SD pairs is computationally ex-
pensive. We use a clustering-based approach in addition to
the shortest paths to generate and thus A. This is analo-
gous to a hierarchical routing approach [7] practiced in the
networking community. Please refer to [3] for further details.
Multi-User Interaction: Algorithms described in [3] were
designed for solving a single instance of SRP. To facilitate
multiple users interacting with the system seamlessly, we
added a string of optimizations such as caching that avoids
redundant computation of expensive results and sandboxing
that separates the requests of different users.

2.3 User interfaces
Orca-SR has extensive functionalities and has multiple

interfaces. Due to the space limitations, we limit ourselves
to the key functionalities of Orca-SR in the write up.
Network Graph Simulation - Figure 2 shows the primary
input interface. We provide support for various forms of in-
put graphs (i) real networks (from SNAP repository) (ii) a
random graph generator by Erdős–Rényi random graph gen-
eration4 (based on user given parameters) and, (iii) a user
provided network. Users may choose different approaches
for modeling prior probability distribution for traffic and
various traffic generation methods according to the choice
and fitting to the application domain requirements. A user
will also get a choice of different thresholds for the Direct-
a algorithm as fractions of the number of SD pairs in the
network. On selecting a node, Orca-SR will process the re-
quest and display the traffic flowing from the selected node
to all other nodes in the network. A user may download
all the artifacts of the network and flow (as .csv files) for
further investigation.
SD Flow Analysis - The chosen parameter values are used
to calculate the SD traffic for each SD pair. A user can in-
teract with the flow values to selectively view parts of the
output, focusing on flows the user is most interested in an-
alyzing. The interface offers subsetting capabilities, which
allows a user to dynamically choose a traffic volume and sort
the flows (ascending or descending) to obtain top-k (one can
also vary k) flows in an order preferential to the user using
sliders. Users can search for a particular SD pairs or a traffic
volume to locate the flow. In Figure 3, one can observe the
top-5 SD flows filtered by the flow volumes (306-5725) and
SD Pair ids (1298-3501) sorted in ascending order.
Source Destination Subsetting - We allow a user to
closely analyze network flow over a small subset of the gen-
erated network. The flow values that we obtain from the al-
gorithm are represented as a scatter plot for analysis. Once
selected, a subgraph (of selected flows) is obtained, and users
can interactively visualize the effect of a change in parame-
ters (prior, path, change in route etc.) on flow values.
Visualizing AAT - Database optimization for SRP is based
on the observation that, bulk of the values of AAT is con-
centrated in a small number of values(along the major di-
agonal). We allow the user to interactively view the effect
of using a threshold on A and AAT for its processing. The
heat map on the left panel of Figure 4 shows the sparseness
4https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Erd%C5%91s%E2%80%
93R%C3%A9nyi_model

of the AAT matrix as well as the domination of the diago-
nal values over the corresponding row and column. Far fewer
non zero values on right panel shows effect of thresholding in
computation of AAT . We highlighted the same cell (row-4,
column-37) in both panels to show the optimization through
thresholding (left calculated as 137 and right was never cal-
culated, as 137 is lesser than the threshold, 455). One can
clearly notice the pixel density(as a gradient of value asso-
ciated with it) of the cell to turning from a light shade(on
left) of white to complete dark (on right).

3. DEMONSTRATION PLAN
This section details the implementation details of Orca-

SR, it’s demonstration plan and comparison portfolios.

3.1 Demonstration scenarios
Datasets. We experimented Orca-SR with all datasets
mentioned in the works by Asudeh et.al. [2] and reproduced
the results. For this demonstration, we highlight three dif-
ferent datasets – synthetic Erdős-Rényi graph N1 and two
real network datasets p2p1 and p2p2 from SNAP5 repository.
User Interaction Model. On load, the web app intro-
duces a user to network, traffic and threshold selection page.
A user can choose a dataset (one of N1, p2p1 and p2p2),
traffic generation model (Pareto [5], normal, exponential),
choice of traffic prior (preferred: gravity [9], normal, ran-
dom). The prior is a critical measure as our final solution
is a point in the solution space that is closer to the chosen
prior. As the final input, a user may provide the choice
of the threshold(preferred: fractions of 10 on # of Nodes)
value, the one which determines the accuracy of the results
and computational time for the results. Besides, users can
provide a new dataset to the system as .csv file.
Active Real-Time SRP. While prior state-of-the-art meth-
ods computed the traffic matrix in a couple of hours, Orca-
SR completes the SD pairs traffic estimation in a few min-
utes, demonstrating orders of magnitude improvement. We
demonstrate the performance improvements based on large
real-world networks. Traffic volume generated by SD pairs
change instantaneously and previously, network administra-
tor had to wait for a couple of hours for re-estimation with
changes in b. With Orca-SR and its optimizations, we
demonstrate to track these changes and reflect the changes
in SD pairs traffic over the network in real-time. Users can
select the frequency of change in traffic from the drop-down
menu in the visualization tab and the system automatically
updates the traffic instantaneously.
Dynamic Network Adaptation. Real networks evolve
dynamically and a network administrator would need to get
a macroscopic view of the network adapting to these changes
for planning resources. Often changes in the network re-
quires a complete re-computation in previous solution frame-
works and were impractical for real-time system monitoring.
Orca-SR can dynamically capture these network changes
and adapt without recomputing the solution through selec-
tive reuse of signature matrix [2]. Users can choose to up-
date the network from the SD Flows tab with frequency
of addition(deletion) or the number of new(deleted) nodes.
Orca-SR dynamically adapts and adjusts to these network
changes in real-time.
5https://snap.stanford.edu/
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Figure 2: Orca-SR Interactive Network Simulation and Visualization interface

Figure 3: Interactive selection of top-k SD Flows

Figure 4: Visualizing AAT without and with thresh-
olding

Top-k Flows Detection and Real-Time Network Sub-
setting: Network administers are also interested in micro-
scopic view of the network for resource allocation including
the top-k flows. Orca-SR enables an administrator to iden-
tify the top flows [2] and further facilitates a user to focus
on a subset of the network with top-k flows for analysis. In
this demonstration, once a sub-network is chosen the system
automatically adapts to the sub-network, allowing a user to
update traffic flows in the sub-network.
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